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A conceptual model of movement ecology has recently been
advanced to explain all movement by considering the interaction
of four elements: internal state, motion capacity, navigation ca-
pacities, and external factors. We modified this framework to
generate predictions for species richness dynamics of fragmented
plant communities and tested them in experimental landscapes
across a 7-year time series. We found that two external factors,
dispersal vectors and habitat features, affected species coloniza-
tion and recolonization in habitat fragments and their effects
varied and depended on motion capacity. Bird-dispersed species
richness showed connectivity effects that reached an asymptote
over time, but no edge effects, whereas wind-dispersed species
richness showed steadily accumulating edge and connectivity
effects, with no indication of an asymptote. Unassisted species also
showed increasing differences caused by connectivity over time,
whereas edges had no effect. Our limited use of proxies for
movement ecology (e.g., dispersal mode as a proxy for motion
capacity) resulted in moderate predictive power for communities
and, in some cases, highlighted the importance of a more complete
understanding of movement ecology for predicting how landscape
conservation actions affect plant community dynamics.

corridors � dispersal � diversity � life-history traits � species richness

The pervasive negative effects of habitat fragmentation on
biodiversity and reduced opportunities to preserve large

landscapes have led to widespread use of corridors, thin strips of
habitat that connect otherwise isolated habitat patches in frag-
mented landscapes. Successful corridor function is based on the
assumption that movement of organisms increases among con-
nected patches, increasing colonization and gene flow, with a net
benefit for biodiversity.

Yet not all species respond to corridors in the same way, and
there is a growing need for frameworks that allow corridor
effectiveness to be predicted across species (1, 2). Life-history
theory (3) may present such a framework by providing insight
into tradeoffs that constrain movement abilities, but the broad
scope and generality of life-history theory may fail to capture all
dynamics of movement. An alternative theoretical foundation
focused explicitly on movement has recently been proposed (4).
This framework aims to provide a unified theory of movement
that links basic aspects of life history and behavior (internal
state, motion capacity, navigation capacity) with environmental
variables (external factors). The movement ecology framework
was conceived to explain movement of individuals. Here, we
attempt to apply aspects of this framework to predict the
dynamics of communities. In particular, we track the outcomes
of colonization and persistence in rapidly changing plant com-
munities in experimentally fragmented landscapes, linking prox-
ies of plant motion capacity (i.e., dispersal modes) with external,
experimentally controlled landscape features. Admittedly, our
approach overlaps incompletely with the movement ecology
framework; the dynamics of community assembly over time are

influenced by factors that the movement ecology framework
does not consider (e.g., the effect of competition on plant
establishment), and the lack of species-specific, community-wide
data on many aspects of the movement ecology framework limits
our options as we scale up from individuals to communities. Yet
our question is central to movement ecology, as it evaluates the
general importance of motion capacities interacting with exter-
nal factors in shaping entire plant communities. It is also critical
for conservation, as it focuses on the interactions between
landscape management and community response.

The Movement Ecology of Plants
The movement ecology of most plants differs considerably from
the movement ecology of most animals. Unlike animals, plant
movement is restricted to reproductive structures: pollen, seeds,
and some vegetative tissues. As a result, the movement ecology
framework applied to animals includes a rich tapestry of ele-
ments determined over both ecological (proximate) and evolu-
tionary (ultimate) time spans, whereas the same framework
applied to plants creates a more obvious dichotomy between
these evolutionary and ecological elements (Fig. 1). For exam-
ple, the internal state of plant reproductive structures could
include seed dormancy and seed release characteristics, which
are determined over evolutionary rather than ecological time
scales. Similarly, a plant’s motion capacity is largely determined
by evolved structures (e.g., wing of a samara) and its navigation
capacity may be lacking or intimately linked to the movement
ecology of an external dispersal vector (e.g., seed-dispersing
birds or wind). Although there are rare examples of plant species
that have internal states and navigation capacities that affect
plant movement over ecological time scales (e.g., walking and
crevice-following plants; ref. 5), in general, the short-term
physiological, reflexive, neurological, and cognitive elements
that play such a large role in describing animal movement (4, 5)
do not apply to plants.

Yet plants do not live in their own world; external factors such
as the abundance and behavior of dispersal vectors, the quality
and quantity of plant habitat, and the interactions between the
framework’s elements influence plant movement over both
ecological and evolutionary time. External factors may interact
strongly with other elements, such as motion capacity and
internal states, to influence seed movement, plant recruitment,
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population spread, and community composition. This interac-
tion among elements leads to two useful observations about the
movement ecology framework as applied to plants, one simpli-
fying and one complicating. The framework becomes simpler
because for most plants, there is generally one primary type of
movement, dispersal of propagules (but see ref. 5 for exceptions).
We focus on seed movement because it is the sole opportunity
for most plant species to physically move [i.e., it is the sole
movement phase (4)]. Functionally, this sole opportunity to
move makes the movement path of a seed equivalent to the
lifetime track of the sedentary plant it will become (4).

In another way, applying the movement ecology framework is
more complicated for plants than for many animals. Because
external dispersal vectors (e.g., animals, wind) are linked to the
movement of plants, one must integrate two simultaneous
phenomena: movement of the vector and movement of the seed
(Fig. 1). We see dispersal vectors as one of two large classes of
external factors influencing the movement ecology of most
plants (the second being environmental states), and we believe
it is the interaction between these two external factors and their
combined interaction with motion capacities that are most
important for determining plant movement over ecological time
scales (Fig. 1).

Although there are many possible environmental states, our
study relates movement ecology to landscape-level dispersal. We
focus on habitat structure, including the amount of suitable
habitat, boundaries between suitable and unsuitable (matrix)
habitat, and connectivity between suitable habitat patches. We
focus on these elements because changes in basic landscape
properties (presence or absence of a corridor, proximity to an
edge) can have profound consequences for the movement of
dispersal vectors (6), creating the potential for broad-reaching
interactions between the motion capacity of plants and a set of
easily defined and often manipulated external factors.

Predicting Plant Community Dynamics in Fragmented
Landscapes
We conducted our study within experimental landscapes created
to test for the effects of corridors as movement conduits, while

controlling for differences in habitat area and amount of edge
that also change when corridors are implemented (Fig. 2). We
used six sets of five �1-ha open habitat patches surrounded by
dense pine plantation forest (‘‘experimental landscapes’’), which
have been censused over time to determine total species richness
for the entire plant community [see supporting information (SI)
Text for detailed methods]. Each experimental landscape con-
tained a center patch connected by a 150-m-long corridor to a
patch of the same size and shape, i.e., ‘‘connected’’ patches. Each
landscape also contained two types of unconnected patches of
equal area but different shapes, separated from the center patch
by 150 m of unsuitable matrix habitat. ‘‘High-edge’’ patches had
dead-end corridors extending from each side, whereas ‘‘low-
edge’’ patches were rectangular in shape. Connected, uncon-
nected low-edge, and unconnected high-edge patches were equal
in area, but connected and high-edge patches had similarly
greater edge-to-area ratio than low-edge patches. Comparisons
of plant species richness between connected and unconnected
high-edge patches tested whether corridors function as move-
ment conduits, channeling seed dispersal between patches
(‘‘connectivity effect;’’ Figs. 2 and 3). Comparisons of species
richness between unconnected high-edge and unconnected low-
edge patches tested whether habitat patches with large amounts
of edge increase seed colonization relative to similar patches of
equal area but less edge (‘‘edge effect;’’ Figs. 2 and 3).

We have demonstrated that corridors increase species richness
of the plant community (7). A critical next step for understand-
ing how corridors function is to understand the degree to which
this connectivity effect can be predicted by plant traits. Our aim
is to determine whether readily available plant trait information
(e.g., dispersal modes) can be used as a proxy for a more detailed
understanding of movement ecology. This is an important
practical question: connectivity has the potential to benefit many
species, but even in the most well studied plant communities, the
detailed, species-specific data needed to predict community
response is often lacking.

Using dispersal modes as a proxy for motion capacities, we
focus on the interaction between motion capacities and external
factors for two reasons. First, this interaction has already been

Fig. 1. A movement ecology framework for plants separating ecological
(proximate) and evolutionary (ultimate) processes. Interactions between
proximate and ultimate factors and between external factors and seed dis-
persal vectors are critical for understanding plant movement.

BA

Fig. 2. Locations of study sites and wind measurements. (A) Location of six
experimental landscapes (dots) and four wind towers (tower icons) at the
Savannah River Site near Aiken, SC. The wind rose demonstrates the type of
data used in analyses and represents the frequency of wind observations
within directional bins from one tower in 2006–2007. (B) Shown are 45° bins
perpendicular to the landscape orientation of each patch where wind obser-
vations were summed (i.e., wind incidence; see SI Text).
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useful for predicting the movement of bird-dispersed species in
our system (8, 9) and other recent studies of plant communities
in fragmented landscapes (10). Second, in a review of movement
papers, Holyoak et al. (5) found that 62% of plant movement
studies focus on this interaction. We see this as overwhelming
support for the importance of the interaction between these two
components of the movement ecology framework.

We divide the community of plants in our landscapes into
three groups that have different motion capacities: bird-
dispersed species, wind-dispersed species, and species without
dispersal structures (unassisted species) (Fig. 3). We then use a
7-year time series to examine whether corridors increase plant
species richness for each group.

We predict that the difference in diversity of bird-dispersed
plants between connected and unconnected patches will increase
most quickly (Fig. 3; ref. 10). At least one species of seed-
dispersing bird common at our study site moves more frequently
between connected patches than to either high-edge or low-edge
unconnected patches (6). In addition, we know that seed dis-
persal from the central patch into unconnected high- and
low-edge patches does not differ (8). However, because birds are
not restricted to moving just between connected patches in our
landscapes (9), we expect that connectivity effects may weaken
over time as species accumulate in all patch types.

Our predictions for wind-dispersed species are based on our
rudimentary understanding of wind dynamics in fragmented
landscapes. We predict that differences in the species richness of
wind-dispersed plants will increase more rapidly in response to
increased amount of patch edge and more slowly in response to
connectivity (Fig. 3; ref. 10). Wind often moves across land-
scapes in one predominant direction, making the likelihood of a
wind-dispersed seed encountering an open habitat patch greater
in elongated patches (e.g., with corridors). Over longer time
periods, however, connectivity effects on wind-dispersed species
may emerge because seeds blown into a suitable corridor, rather
than matrix habitat, may result in successive generations of adult
plants eventually traveling down the corridor into a connected
patch.

For unassisted plant species, our predictions should be treated
as a null model; these plants have no obvious dispersal structures,
and thus we cannot use properties of their dispersal vectors to
make predictions about their movement. We recognize that
vector-assisted, long-distance dispersal does likely play a role in

the movement of these species (11). But without detailed
information on which vectors are most important, predictions
regarding the relative importance of corridors or edges are
impossible. We provisionally predict that dispersal in this group
is primarily local (within patch) and that neither the connectivity
nor the edginess provided by corridors will affect species richness
over the time scale of our study (Fig. 3). Over longer time scales,
we would expect unassisted species to eventually travel down
corridors over successive generations into connected patches.

Three types of analyses were used to test our predictions (see
SI Text for a full description of analyses). To test for overall
effects of connectivity and edges on species richness, we used a
mixed-model repeated-measures analysis of covariance (AN-
COVA). To assess whether connectivity or edge effects could
account for the changes in species richness over time, a separate
ANCOVA was performed on the differences in species richness
among patch types (connectivity effects � connected � uncon-
nected high edge; edge effects � unconnected high edge �
unconnected low edge). Finally, we directly tested for the
differences among slopes for connectivity and edge effects for
each dispersal mode.

Results
Our findings generally conform to our predictions, but mirror
our levels of confidence for how corridors affect species richness
of plants with different motion capacities. Species dispersed by
birds and wind showed largely predictable responses; however,
unassisted species did not follow predictions of a null response
to the two environmental states, connectivity and edginess.

Bird-dispersed species exhibited trends consistent with pre-
dicted connectivity effects: rapid increases in species richness in
connected patches relative to unconnected patches, followed by
a gradual ‘‘catching up’’ of unconnected patches. The difference
in bird-dispersed species richness between connected and un-
connected high-edge patches increased over time and peaked in
year 6 when connected patches showed a trend for more species
than unconnected high-edge patches (linear contrasts within
repeated-measures model, P � 0.06). This pattern matches our
conceptual predictions (Fig. 3) as it is best described by a
quadratic relationship (repeated-measures analysis using differ-
ences as a dependent variable, time covariate F1,6 � 7.74, P �
0.03, time2 covariate F1,6 � 8.43, P � 0.03) that was strongest for
connectivity effects (Fig. 4A; quadratic model in simple linear
regression, r2 � 0.98, F2,4 � 112.82, P � 0.001). Because of the
transience of this pattern, the main effect of connectivity on
species richness was weakened: connected patches showed only
a trend for more bird-dispersed species averaged across all years
of the study (Fig. 4A; linear contrast comparing connected and
unconnected high-edge patches in a repeated-measures model,
F1,15.1 � 3.11, P � 0.10). The amount of edge had no effect on
bird-dispersed species richness: there was no difference between
unconnected high-edge and unconnected low-edge patches (Fig.
4A; linear contrast comparing high- and low-edge patches in a
repeated-measures model, F1,15.7 � 0.09, P � 0.77). Although
there were no significant differences in species richness between
high- and low-edge patches, the difference in richness between
these two patch types also exhibited a quadratic trend with time
(Fig. 4A; quadratic model in simple regression, r2 � 0.86, F2,4 �
12.58, P � 0.02). Comparison of slopes suggests that the differ-
ence increased more quickly between connected and uncon-
nected high-edge patches (95% confidence limits for time: 0.46
to 0.92) compared with the rate of change between high- and
low-edge unconnected high-edge patches (0.13 to 0.45). How-
ever, the rate at which the difference decreased did not differ
between connected vs. unconnected high-edge patches (95%
confidence limits for time2: �0.10 to �0.03) and high- vs.
low-edge unconnected patches (�0.06 to �0.02). These findings
are supported by a formal test of differences between the two

Fig. 3. Predictions generated by extending the movement ecology frame-
work to plant species richness dynamics within experimental landscapes.
Species were separated into three groups based on motion capacity (bird,
wind, unassisted), and predictions were generated for how each group would
respond to two external landscape features over time: patch connectivity
(solid lines) and patch edge effects (dashed lines). Predicted connectivity and
edge effects may increase to an asymptote over time or may peak and then
relax to an unknown equilibrium point (indicated by question marks and
dotted lines).
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curves (ANCOVA comparing the interaction between the type
of richness difference (i.e., connected minus unconnected high-
edge or unconnected high-edge minus unconnected low-edge)
and either time F1,6 � 8.05, P � 0.03, and time2, F1,6 � 0.66,
P � 0.45).

Wind-dispersed species exhibited a linear increase in the
difference in species richness between connected and uncon-
nected high-edge patches (repeated-measures analysis using
differences as a dependent variable, year covariate F1,8 � 15.46,
P � 0.01). This strong time effect was largely caused by the
difference in richness between connected and unconnected
high-edge patches (Fig. 4B; F1,5 � 39.76, r2 � 0.88, P � 0.01).
Controlling for year, the effect of connectivity was significant for
wind-dispersed species (Fig. 4B; linear contrast comparing con-
nected and unconnected high-edge patches in repeated-
measures model, F1,30.6 � 5.99, P � 0.02). As was found for
bird-dispersed species, amount of edge had no effect on differ-
ences in species richness of wind-dispersed seeds (Fig. 4B; linear
contrast comparing high- and low-edge patches in repeated-
measures model, F1,30.7 � 1.42, P � 0.24). However, unlike
bird-dispersed seeds, the difference in species richness between
unconnected high- and low-edge patches showed an increasing
trend over time (Fig. 4B; F1,5 � 6.10, r2 � 0.55, P � 0.056). The
rate at which the difference in richness increased was similar

when comparing connected and unconnected high-edge patches
(95% confidence limits for slope: 0.26 to 0.81) or when com-
paring high- and low-edge unconnected patches (95% confi-
dence limits for slope: �0.007 to 0.374; ANCOVA comparing
the interaction between time and the type of richness difference,
F1,8 � 2.44, P � 0.16). The prevailing direction of wind relative
to the orientation of the patches was also a significant predictor
of the richness of wind-dispersed plants (testing wind as a
covariate in repeated-measures model, F1,31 � 6.32, P � 0.02):
as the frequency of wind events (number of observations)
passing perpendicular to a patch edge increased (which we refer
to as ‘‘wind incidence’’), so did the richness of wind-dispersed
plant species (Fig. 5 and SI Text).

There was a strong positive relationship between time and the
difference in richness of unassisted species between connected
and unconnected high-edge patches (Fig. 4C; F1,5 � 98.76, r2 �
0.96, P � 0.01), resulting in significantly more species in con-
nected patches relative to unconnected patches averaged over
the last 3 years of the study (linear contrast in repeated-measures
model, F1,16.8 � 5.18, P � 0.04). However, because of high levels
of year-to-year variability, there was no difference in richness of
unassisted species caused by connectivity across all years (Fig.
4C; linear contrast comparing connected and unconnected high-
edge patches in repeated-measures model, F1,15.2 � 2.51, P �
0.13). There was no difference in richness among high- and
low-edge unconnected patches (Fig. 4C; F1,5 � 3.64, r2 � 0.42,
P � 0.11), but the rate at which the difference in unassisted
species richness changed was significantly greater when com-
paring connected and unconnected high-edge patches (95%
confidence limits for slope: 0.56 to 0.94) than when comparing
high- and low-edge unconnected patches (95% confidence limits
for slope: �0.13 to 0.86; ANCOVA comparing the interaction
between time and the type of richness difference, F1,8 � 8.94, P �
0.02). As with bird- and wind-dispersed species, edge effects did
not affect the richness of unassisted species (Fig. 4C; linear
contrast comparing unconnected high- and low-edge patches in
repeated-measures model, F1,15.4 � 1.42, P � 0.25).

Discussion
Predicting Community Response in Fragmented Landscapes. Our
results demonstrate that seed dispersal modalities, a part of the
motion capacity of plants, influence plant community responses
to habitat structure. As we suspected, we were most successful
in our predictions for bird-dispersed plant species, for which we

Fig. 4. The difference in species richness between patch types showing the
relative importance of connectivity and edginess over time for bird-dispersed
(A), wind-dispersed (B), and unassisted (C) species. Significant relationships are
depicted by lines indicating the best fit via least-squares regression. Solid lines
and circles indicate the difference in connected and unconnected high-edge
patches and represent the importance of connectivity for species richness
dynamics. Dashed lines and triangles indicate the difference between uncon-
nected high- and low-edge patches and represent the importance of patch
edge effects for species richness dynamics.

Fig. 5. Evidence of the strong role of wind incidence in affecting the richness
of wind-dispersed plant species. Each point represents the average richness of
wind-dispersed species as a function of average wind incidence (see SI Text) for
each patch type in each year of the study (three patch types in each of 6 years).
Connected patches are represented by squares, unconnected low-edge
patches are represented by circles, and unconnected high-edge patches are
represented by triangles. Line indicates fitted by least-squares regression (r2 �
0.43). Repeated measures analysis supports the significance of the depicted
relationship (F1,17 � 12.07, P � 0.003).
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know the most about mechanisms, and least successful for
unassisted plant species, about which we know the least. Some
of our predictions for wind-dispersed species were supported,
whereas others were rejected, reflecting our rudimentary un-
derstanding of the relationship between seed morphologies,
wind dynamics, and landscape features.

Our previous work has shown that connected patches receive
greater bird-dispersed seed input than unconnected patches (8),
so it may not be surprising that bird-dispersed species richness
was rapidly elevated in connected relative to unconnected
patches. Yet this effect appears transient, likely because birds
visit all patches in our experiment with some regularity (9) and
thus even isolated patches occasionally receive new colonists.
Likewise, the lack of difference in species richness between
high-edge and low-edge patches fits with our knowledge of bird
behavior, because birds disperse equal numbers of seeds from
the center patch into both unconnected patch types (8).

Contrary to our predictions, the richness of wind-dispersed
species exhibited stronger connectivity effects than edge effects
(Fig. 4B). This finding demonstrates the need for a more
mechanistic understanding of the relationship between the
morphological and physiological traits that make up the motion
capacities of wind-dispersed plants, the dynamics of the dispersal
vector (wind) and the environmental states that interact with
these variables (in our landscapes – edginess and connectivity).
We are hopeful that a union between these factors is possible,
and the relationship between wind dynamics and species richness
support this view (Fig. 5). An obvious step forward includes
more fine-grain measurements of wind dynamics as it relates to
patch geometry, as recent studies have found that habitat edges
between forested and open habitats alter wind circulation pat-
terns (12–14).

Our results challenge the notion that unassisted species are
truly unassisted in their dispersal, corroborating evidence from
several other studies (11, 15). Unassisted species showed an
increasing connectivity effect, which occurred much more
quickly than we had expected, and no edge effect for the duration
of our study. These results demonstrate the importance of
understanding long-distance dispersal based on seed morphol-
ogy, as the primary dispersal mode for all species in this group
should be gravity. However, gravity dispersal from low-growing
shrubs, forbs, and grasses, which typically moves a seed no more
than a few meters per year, cannot account for the rapid
colonization of connected patches 150 m distant. Many ‘‘unas-
sisted’’ species are clearly getting assistance, and that assistance
appears to preferentially move them down corridors to con-
nected patches. A more mechanistic understanding of the dis-
persal of this group of species is necessary, starting with the
identification of the vectors responsible for long-distance
dispersal.

The movement ecology framework was not designed to inter-
pret the dynamics of entire communities, so our approach risks
overlooking important tradeoffs that may direct evolutionary
trajectories (3, 16–19) and constrain community assembly (e.g.,
ref. 20). Colonization is only a first step to plant establishment
at a site, as plant establishment can be limited by suitable
microsites or seed mortality caused by predators or pathogens
(e.g., ref. 21). Yet despite the many other drivers of plant
community dynamics, our categorization of plants by dispersal
mode did provide insights into the dynamics of entire commu-
nities. However, this basic classification only worked to create
reliable predictions when it was combined with a detailed,
mechanistic understanding of the behavior of the dispersal
vector, and the interactions of that vector with environmental
states that are likely to influence its behavior. We believe that the
movement ecology framework can be extended to entire com-
munities, as long as the primary dispersal agents and mecha-

nisms that govern the interactions between motion capacity and
environmental states are well understood.

Our results also demonstrate an important temporal compo-
nent to plant movement and resulting community dynamics.
Bird-dispersed species responded faster than wind-dispersed or
unassisted species, suggesting that the impact of colonization
events happens more quickly for bird-dispersed plants than other
groups, corroborating other recent evidence of plant response to
habitat fragmentation (10). This result begs an additional ques-
tion: are the biodiversity benefits of corridors ephemeral
whereby all plant species eventually colonize unconnected
patches, or will corridors always provide a boost to colonization
in the face of plant extinction dynamics? We suspect the latter,
but answers to these questions can only be tested over longer
time periods.

Finally, it is important to note that the rates of change we
observed are dynamic and related to the spatial and temporal
scales of fragmentation. This is important in a conservation
context, where patch isolation is often much greater than in our
experiment. When isolation is greater and corridors are longer,
it may take longer time periods to observe responses by plant
communities. Furthermore, plants may never disperse between
patches separated by very long distances in one generation,
requiring establishment, growth, and reproduction within the
corridor. This recognition of spatial and temporal scaling un-
derscores the importance of considering increasing corridor
quality and width in larger landscapes in which longer corridors
are used to connect isolated patches.

The Movement Ecology of Plants. One of the most important
advances of our work is the linkage of the movement ecology
framework to corridors. Given the diversity of species in need of
conservation in fragmented landscapes, there is a pressing need
for broad generalizations that will allow managers to predict the
full consequences of management actions. Our work suggests
that these generalizations will not come easy. Although life-
history traits related to dispersal allowed us to detect differences
in community assembly in response to connectivity and edginess,
two factors that are often altered by management actions, our
predictive power was inconsistent. Movement ecology offers a
framework that may take us closer to predictive generalizations.

In our application of movement ecology to plant communities,
we found some aspects of the movement ecology framework that
were helpful (motion capacities, external factors), and others
that were more difficult to apply (internal state, navigation
capacities). Although considering internal states and navigation
capacities may refine our understanding of landscape impacts on
plant communities by including factors such as the timing of seed
release (e.g., refs. 22 and 23) or the details of seed dormancy and
germination (e.g., refs. 24 and 25), we think the most rapid
progress will be made through a redoubled effort to understand
the mechanistic relationships between various aspects of motion
capacity and two key external factors, the behavior of dispersal
vectors and their interaction with environmental states. In
particular, key aspects of motion capacities (e.g., seed terminal
velocities and seed release heights; see ref. 23) and environmen-
tal states (e.g., wind dynamics within seed dispersal seasons, see
ref. 23) should be characterized so these traits and states can be
identified and prioritized.

Movement ecology seeks to change our thinking about how we
study movement (4). Still, it is important to ask what is gained
by adopting this new framework and what risks there might be.
On the positive side, this new framework allows us to use
movement as an organizing principle and more specific and
consistent language to understand why and how organisms move,
and how the environment changes that movement. However, the
advantages of this framework will be most effectively imple-
mented when they are complemented by an explicit recognition
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of the constraints and tradeoffs that are the hallmark of life
history.

Materials and Methods
We conducted this study in six 50-ha experimental landscapes at the
Savannah River Site near Aiken, SC, which consisted of five open habitats
(patches) within a matrix of pine forest (Fig. 2). Patches were of three types:
connected, unconnected high-edge, and unconnected low-edge. Since
2001, all plant species have been censused within each patch. Each species
was classified by dispersal mode and ANCOVA was used to compare plant
community responses for each group over a 7-year time series. A complete

description of the landscapes, plant surveys, and data analysis methods can
be found in SI Text.
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Experimental Design. We conducted this study at the Savannah
River Site (SRS), a National Environmental Research Park, near
Aiken, South Carolina (33.20°N, 81.40°W). During the winter of
1999–2000, six 50-ha experimental landscapes were created by
harvesting and burning mature Pinus taeda (loblolly pine) and
Pinus palustris (longleaf pine) plantation forest. Each landscape
consisted of five open habitats (patches) within a matrix of pine
forest: a central 100 � 100-m patch and four peripheral patches
(Fig. 2). One peripheral patch was connected by a 150 � 25-m
corridor, and the remaining three were isolated by 150 m of pine
forest and were either unconnected low-edge or unconnected
high-edge patches. Unconnected low-edge patches were 100 �
137.5-m and had the area of the corridor added to the side
furthest from the central patch. Unconnected high-edge patches
were 100 � 100 m, with 75 � 25-m dead-end corridors (wings)
projecting from the two sides parallel to the close side of the
central patch. Further information about our experimental
landscapes can be found in Tewksbury et al. (1).

After creation, the experimental landscapes have been man-
aged by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service-
Savannah River for open longleaf pine savanna, the presettle-
ment dominant vegetation type for uplands in this region. Within
each patch during spring 2004, all hardwoods and Pinus taeda
�2.5 cm diameter were cut within each patch, allowed to dry,
and burned with a controlled understory fire. These manage-
ment actions retard hardwoods, favor Pinus palustris recruit-
ment, and promote savanna understory vegetation. In spring
2007, all landscapes were burned with a third controlled under-
story fire.

Plant Censuses. We censused all vascular plant species occurring
in each patch between May 15 and July 15, 2001–2003 and
2005–2007. Patches were not surveyed in 2004 because of
prescribed fires.

Species Trait Coding. We coded all plant species for dispersal
mode by searching regional f lora and guides (2, 3), conducting
primary literature searches (ISI Web of Science, Biological
Abstracts), and consulting plant databases [Kew Royal Botanical
Garden’s Seed Information Database (http://www.kew.org/data/
sid), U.S. Department of Agriculture Plants Database, Nature-
Serve Explorer, The Illinois Plant Network]. Dispersal modes
not found by these methods (�25% of species) were deduced by
seed morphology or congener comparison. Here, we consider
species categorized as strictly bird-dispersed (supporting fleshy
fruits ingested and passed by birds and not known to be
consumed by mammals), wind-dispersed (supporting structures
to enable wind transport), or unassisted (no external structures).
We followed nomenclature from Radford et al. (2), except for
the genera Chamaecrista, Dichanthelium, and Panicum, which
followed Weakley (3).

Wind Data. Wind data were collected by using 61-m tall towers
positioned over mature pine forest at four locations within SRS
(Fig. 2 A). Towers were 100–800 m from clearings. At each
tower, wind speed and direction data were continuously re-
corded and stored as 15-min averages. Data were used to create
four variables to describe the wind profile: the number of
observations from a particular direction (i.e., the number of
times the wind was blowing from a particular direction), the
average wind speed from a particular direction, the variance in

wind speed from a particular direction, and the average variation
in wind direction over each 15-min measurement interval (i.e.,
how rapidly wind is changing direction). We used data from 0500
on January 1, 2000 through 0400 on September 30, 2007 in our
analyses. The majority of wind-dispersed species in our experi-
mental landscapes disperse at the end of the summer growing
season. We included wind data from the previous year, including
this peak dispersal season, to predict plant species richness
during the growing season of the subsequent year.

For each patch within each experimental landscape, we de-
termined the two perpendicular degree directions that describe
the orientation of the patch within the landscape. We created
45-degree bins that extended across these two perpendicular
directions (Fig. 2B). Each observation for the four separate wind
measures were summed for each patch if it was within the
45-degree bins associated with that patch, i.e., only wind obser-
vations striking each patch within 22.5° of perpendicular were
used to assess the importance of wind for plant species richness
within a given patch. Wind observations were summed for 1 year
before the year the plant data were collected, so wind events
from the previous year were used to predict any given year’s
plant community composition. We refer to the measure de-
scribed above as wind incidence.

Data Analysis. To examine differences in species richness as a
function of connectivity and edge effects, we used mixed-model
repeated-measures ANCOVA, conducting a separate analysis
for each dispersal mode (bird-dispersed, wind-dispersed, unas-
sisted). Our model treats patch type (connected, unconnected
low edge, unconnected high edge) and year of sampling as a fixed
effect, and variation caused by experimental blocks (i.e., each
landscape; Fig. 2) as a random effect. Because of its importance
in determining local plant species richness in this system, we used
the natural log of soil moisture as a covariate (see ref. 5). We
model observations taken in different years as repeated mea-
sures on the same subject (i.e., the patch), using a spatial power
covariance structure as recommended by Littell et al. (6). This
covariance structure accommodates unequal time periods be-
tween sampling events, which is necessary because of missing
data for 2004. Degrees of freedom were adjusted by using the
Kenward-Rogers method.

To evaluate changes in species richness as a function of time,
we used each ANCOVA model to estimate the mean differ-
ence in species richness caused by connectivity effects (con-
nected minus unconnected high-edge patches) or edge effects
(unconnected high-edge minus unconnected low-edge
patches). Trends in these mean values were evaluated by using
these mean values as individual observations in a separate
ANCOVA, with year as a covariate and the patch comparison
(connected vs. unconnected high edge or unconnected high
edge vs. unconnected low edge) as a fixed effect. As with our
full-data repeated-measures analysis, we use a spatial power
covariance structure to accommodate temporal similarity
among measures taken in subsequent years. This approach has
the advantage of allowing us to directly test for differences
among slopes as a function of the patch comparison of interest
and is appropriate because preliminary regression analyses
suggested that the form of the relationship (i.e., linear vs.
quadratic) was the same within all patch comparisons (al-
though there was a trend of a quadratic relationship between
time and the difference in richness between connected and
unconnected patches). To visualize these data, we plot them as
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simple scatterplots and use linear regression to illustrate
trends (Fig. 4).

For wind-dispersed species, we subsequently incorporated
wind data into the ANCOVA model. Because we had no a priori
expectations, we used a model-comparison approach to select
which portion of the wind profile and which of the four wind
variables above to use in the ANCOVA. We split the wind profile
into five different sets based on wind speed observations that
were: (i) �10th percentile of wind speed, (ii) 25–75th percentiles
of wind speed, (iii) �50th percentile of wind speed, (iv) �50th
percentile of wind speed, and (v) �90th percentile of wind speed.

From each of these datasets, we calculated each of the four wind
variables. We evaluated the fit for each by using linear regression
on mean values of wind-dispersed species richness from each
experimental unit in each year (i.e., six experimental units over
6 years, for 36 total observations). We used Akaike’s Informa-
tion Criterion (AIC; ref. 4) to compare models, using model-
selection criteria described in Burnham and Anderson (4) to
select the portion of the wind profile and the wind variable that
best explained the richness of wind-dispersed seed species. Our
final model included the number of wind observations that were
below the 50th percentile of wind speeds.
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